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Don't forget:

on all online orders over $35.00
to any location in the Continental USA!

Memories are Made of This!
10% off on the following products:

What a treat! Our presenter at last Saturday's
seminar was Diane Long, EdD, MOTR/L. Diane
has made many distinguished contributions as
an occupational therapist and as an educator,
but our favorite is the creator of TRUNKS, the
game of sequencing and memory. To learn more
about her seminar we have posted several
videos taken from Saturday's presentation. In
the first two clips, Diane describes how to play
TRUNKS and its therapeutic benefits. Be sure not
to miss them!
Karen Conrad Weihrauch, PhD, OTR/L
President, Therapro
Details on all Therapro offerings can be found at www.therapro.com and our blog.
You can also follow us on Facebook, Twitter and Pinterest or contact us with any
feedback or questions.
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Trunks: The Game of Motor-Memory
Sensory Stories Manual and CD
Sensory Stories Strategy Cards
Soft Resistance Therapy Putty
Medium/Soft Resistance Therapy Putty
Firm Resistance Therapy Putty
Super Firm Resistance Therapy Putty

_________________________________________

Memory Resources and Workbooks
Monkey Memory
A gang of monkeys have
broken out of the zoo and
stolen a whole pile of items
from the zoo's visitors! After
all of the items are
recovered, one is still
missing.

___________________________________________________________________

Where We've Been, Where We're Going
Our very busy Fall schedule of exhibits comes to
a conclusion in November. After that we hunker
down for the worst of the Winter months. Here's
a list of where we have been and where we will
be in the next two weeks:
Naperville, IL - October 17, 2014: OT & PT
Coordinators Meeting - See Filomena's Corner for
details.
Worcester, MA - October 24, 2014: 18th Annual
Great Beginnings Conference - See Filomena's
Corner for details.
Valley Forge, PA - October 31-November 1,
2014: Pennsylvania Occupational Therapy
Annual Conference - Over 500 people were there
and everyone who stopped by the Therapro
booth were very happy to see us. It was

Sherlock
As Sherlock goes around and
searches the clues, every
player tries to remember
each of the eight objects
hidden in a face down circle
of cards.

Listen, Look and Do
A great workbook that
addresses the basic skills
children need to learn. Each
activity page identifies which
category it addresses. Each
section provides meaningful
practice.

Look! Listen! Think!
Arranged developmentally,
each of these books include
activities which develop
ability in the areas of visual
discrimination and memory.
All books are reproducible.

Therapro's first time exhibiting at POTA. We
received a warm personal welcome from Mary
Muhlenhaupt, President of POTA. Thanks, Mary!

_________________________________________

Redondo Beach, CA - November 6-8, 2014: 10th
Cognitive Symposium 2014 & Annual ACN
Membership Meeting - Karen Moore was the
Keynote Speaker and previewed her newest
addition to the Sensory Connection Program, The
Sensory Connection Program: Curriculum for
Self-Regulation, available from Therapro in early
December.

All seminars are free, and are held Saturdays from
9-11 AM in our Showroom.

Framingham, MA - November 20-21, 2014:
Annual Therapies in the School Conference.
Although this is a local conference, it attracts an
international audience and international speakers
as well. It is also available on-line for those who
cannot attend.
Orlando, FL - November 20-22, 2014: American
Speech and Hearing Annual Conference and
Exhibition - Be sure to stop by the Therapro
Booth #434 and say hello to Diana. Also, pick up
a copy of the newest Therapro Speech Catalog
(which can also be viewed online).

Upcoming confirmed events:
December 6, 2014
Executive Functioning
Speaker: Sarah Ward, M.S., CCC/SLP
January 24, 2015
Early Intervention Today, School
Tomorrow...What You Need to Know
Speaker: Barbara Sanna Collins, OTR/L
February 28, 2015
Therapro's Assessments Series I: Visual
Processing/Visual Perception
Speaker: Karen Conrad Weihrauch, PhD, OTR/L
March 14, 2015
Working with Feeding Problems in the School
Setting
Speaker: Lisa van Gorder, OTR/L, CEIS
April 25, 2015
Supporting Kids through The Brain Fit Model
Speakers: Pamela Formosa, MA OTR/L, Licensed
Brain Gym Consultant and Christina Schlupf, MA,
Educator License, ABA Technician

___________________________________________________________________
Always check our website for the newest updated
information.

Sale Bin
Browse through our Sale Bin for some great
deals on discontinued or overstocked items. We
update this frequently, so check back often!
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